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VITAL SIGNS 
 
 
Short Jan 13=11731.90; Stop=12,425.16 
DJIA Stopped – April 6 = 12,426.75 
 
Short Feb 1 @ 1307.59; Stop=1353.36 
Stopped = April 27 = 1355.66 
 
Short Again 50% on SPX 1359, DJI 12739 
Short 100% on SPX 1289, DJI 12,547 

         PLACE 3.5% STOPS from THAT Close 
 
 

ALL OUR STOPS ARE CLOSE ONLY! 
 

SELL IN MAY AND GO AWAY! 
 
 That is what various Seasonal market players do to 
take advantage of meaningful seasonal patterns of advance 
and decline.  Last year we failed to take advantage of the UP 
portion of the year, partially because markets had acted 
contrary to expectation for the previous 11 months.  This time 
it worked very well, and we neglected to partake of those 
profits, to our sorrow.   
 Last April, the market made its first half Top exact 
on Saturn’s final opposition to Uranus on April 26. We had 
predicted that the market would crash sometime between May 
1 and November 1 [2010] and we experienced the 1000 point 
drop in a few minutes of May 6, the largest one day decline 
ever in the DJIA, intraday, although not on the close.  
 During a careful study of sky patterns on that day, we 
noticed that at New York’s latitudinal degree, the Midheaven 
was exactly square the Ascendant near the NYSE Close.  That 
would happen every year on May 6 +/- One Day.  Running a 
quick study of only the last 12 years, May 6 and 7 were rather 
startling in their negativity compared with May 1-11, both in 
total points, average points and in % of Down days!  We will 
definitely take the time for a more thorough study in days, 
weeks to come and will let you know what we find.  That is 
NOT a Flash-Crash every May, but it has been a decent 
trading pattern for the past dozen years. 
 We noticed many years ago that a move of six days 
in one direction often leads to a counter-trend corrective phase 
which can be short-term or long term.  Most of our markets 
have experienced seven of the last eight sessions upside into a 
New Moon this Tuesday, into extreme overbought conditions 
both near-term and intermediate term. Astronomically, there is 
a combination of 7 bodies [including Sun & Moon] in tightest 
zodiacal arc of 36-40 degrees from April 29 to May 3. 

 Concurrently, several technical and fundamental measures 
have just reached extremes not seen even at the market highs of late 
2007.  Insider Transaction Ratio [above] shows a startling leap from 
a slight bullish [positive indication] to a highly bearish [negative] in 
recent days.  The Rydex Cash [MM] totals have dipped well below 
anything seen in years [charts page 3], and the VIX low of 14.27 was 
lowest since the first half of 2007 [see chart last month].. 
 These trends may continue further, but many more red flags 
are waving.  Newsworthy items include a 2nd Turkish flotilla, joined 
by an unusual number of foreign nationals will again attempt to bring 
contraband to the Palestinians in May.  A socialist U.S. union leader 
has threatened to try to crash the stock and financial markets and 
attack banks [JP Morgan-Chase in particular] this month! Why is this 
man still on the street? The U.S. Dollar Index continues to swoon 
towards its 2008 multi-decade low at 71. [That could rally sharply on 
news of a European national bankruptcy.]  And the United States is 
once more bumping up against its legal [ha-ha] limit, amidst growing 
uncertainty about our AAA debt rating. 
 On the positive side, the number of NYSE New Lows has 
remained paltry during all but a few days of this two-year Bull, and 
are continuing so now.  [A negative sign would be for them to rise 
above 40 for 3 consecutive days.] The VIX extreme lows are most 
dangerous only when it begins to rise determinedly – they have not 
given our negative signal by rising above 38 for more than 2 years! 
 Speaking of the two years, this Bull is getting more than a 
little ‘long in the tooth’ or ‘long in the two-th’ in this case. But if 
our Central Bankers keep pushing money buttons, yet refuse to tell 
Congress what they did with it – anything can happen! 
 All our STOP points were activated last month.  
We will Short again, but only 50% on nearby stops and 100% 
on deeper stops as outlines in the VITAL SIGNS box [at left]. 
 
We recommend the CMRE dinner meeting at the Union 
League Club, 38 E 37 St. @ Park, NYC on May 12.  More Info 
at www.CMRE.org  Speakers Turk, Grant, Vieira, Sperandeo, 
More! Some uncertainty as to whether we will be there or not. 



 

 
 
  

 

MAJOR INDICES HAVE SURPASSED THE ‘SUPERMOON’ TOP OF FEBRUARY 18 
 

A Supermoon takes place when a New or Full moon is coincident [within a few hours] of Perigee, or the Moon’s 
nearness to the Earth. Of the three SuperMoons at the Full Moons, February 18 was the exact high; March 19, a Saturday, 
brought in a low on the previous Thursday; and the April 18 -140.24 drop and low was Monday after the FM Sunday. 
The New Moon tomorrow [May 3] is more likely a short term high as we have rallied a string of days into it.  We also 
mention in the Astronomic Section that the triple conjunction of Mercury, Venus and Jupiter on May 11 could be the top, 
as Mars entering Taurus [material belongings] could give an added positive jolt to markets.  Jupiter entering Taurus on 
June 4 issues in another possibility of a spurt in prices.  We believe the month of May will produce an intermediate TOP! 
 
We have excesses building up in several of these indicators [pages 1 & 3, with and without charts].  Not mentioned yet 
are the amount prices are above their Moving Averages.  That merely means that there has been a rapid advance that 
usually results in some form of corrective movement, down or sideways.  We have not seen much in corrective moves, 
even over the entire two year advance, especially considering that normal markets have one or two 20% corrections and 
several 10% corrections.  But we are talking ancient history, here.  Those things don’t happen anymore.  Even the April-
July correction in 2010 was only a bit above 17%, and NO others clocked a full 10%. 
 
There were hardly any decently tradeable declines from 2003 to 2007, not until a while after the “Uptick Rule” for short 
selling was cancelled, a last vestige of the protections mandated after the Great Crash from 1929-1932.  They have ALL 
been unplugged, unhooked and shredded, one by one, over the decades, leaving our financial systems tremendously 
vulnerable.  Each change was desired by some group and likely that they spent good money to get things back to the way 
they had been before that last big party pooped. After the 2008 unpleasantness, they swore it was all fixed. Believe that? 
 
So, the evil one is dead!  He could have died of old age by now!  What do we really know about him that our government 
didn’t tell us? 1) Bush Sr. was head of the CIA. 2) Osama Bin Laden worked with the CIA against Russia in Afghanistan. 
3) Bush Sr. was a director at Carlyle Group where Osama’s father kept a good chunk of change. And 4) Bill Clinton 
refused to give an order to fire when Osama’s position was known.    -  Remember the X-Files? – “Trust no one!” 
 
“…There is no nation on earth powerful enough to accomplish our overthrow. …Our destruction, should it come at 
all, will be from another quarter. From the inattention of the people to the concerns of their government, from 
their carelessness and negligence, I must confess that I do apprehend some danger.  I fear that they may place too 
implicit a confidence in their public servants, and fail properly to scrutinize their conduct; that in this way they 
may be made the dupes of designing men, and become the instruments of their own undoing.”-Daniel Webster 1837 



 

CASH In RYDEX FUNDS SUDDENLY DROPS to  MULTI-YEAR LOWS! 
  

The sudden drop in the RYDEX MM Funds to the lowest levels in recent memory hints that traders have totally 
jumped into the Long side of the market, meaning that they have few additional monies to further increase 
positions.  The Smart Money Insiders, on the other hand, have suddenly jumped OUT of the market in a big 
way [see chart page 1].  A move of that magnitude over a week or 10 days The VIX Option Volatility Index [not 
shown] remains comatose at lows not seen since the first half of 2007.  It must rise above 19 to show any 
spunk at all, above 23 to prove it’s serious, and above 38 to signal a tornado warning. 
 

U$DOLLAR INDEX CHART SHOWS CONTINUING WEAKNESS 
 
The DOLLAR decline is actually accellerating to the downside, and the prices is approaching the last bastion of 
support at the multi-decade low of 71 in 2008.  Below there be Dragons! As the old maps used to say.   
“The dollar is doing just what the FED wants it to do – it’s sinking, sinking and sinking more. Sadly, the great 
American public doesn’t understand what’s happening, and if they were told they couldn’t xare less.”  - Richard 
Russell.  Our only caveat is that it can rally temporarilly and sharply if a Euro-nation declares bankruptcy.  
There is the old reflex habit for running to the Dollar when other things go bad wrong. Still clearly down so far. 

 
 
  



 

 
 
  

 The GOLD and SILVER metals  
have continued to outperform their 
respective stock groups, and that has 
continued to add to the technical burden of 
this last phase of price appreciation, and 
inculcating a certain amount of doubt 
about when, and how much damage the 
next corrective phase might inflict.  As of 
now, the SILVER has hit a brick wall at the 
round number that eventually brought a 
halt to the Hunt brothers’ attempted corner 
of that market in 1979-80.  It is no surprise 
that the immediate reaction is a sharp 
negative.  After that powerful advance into 
January, 1980, SILVER declined for 
several consecutive days, barely trading 
before contract limits caused a cessation 
of trading for the day.  
  
 At that time, some who were 
being mauled by the rise convinced the 
exchange to change the rules of trading, 
such that it became more difficult, and 
finally impossible, to further the advance.  
Rumor has it that the president of the 
exchange was one taking the most 
mauling!  So it was that the $50.00 level 
played the ‘brick wall’ position, and has done so again.  However, there is certainly no guarantee that we are already 
at the terminal phase – the last leg – before Armageddon, this time.  As long as the US DOLLAR lacks substance or 
support, the metals can roar back for one more leg. It is too early to tell.  “Sell down to the ‘Sleep Level”! 
  
 The GOLD and the CRUDE OIL are forming similar charts [not shown] but at an earlier phase, just beginning 
to accelerate.  They may all three put on additional legs, or may join the SILVER in a more or less catastrophic drop. 
We think they will all pull back into May 11, and then attempt to regain the upward momentum.  At that point we’ll 
have to watch carefully6 for indications of success or failure.  Hey, no one has said this is an easy pastime! 
  

 
ASTRONOMIC ACTIVITY – (Give all these a time period of +/- 2-3 Days) 

 
APR 13 = Mars contraparallel Saturn = Suppressed rage as actions/motivations hindered by an authority.  Not good for economy/markets. 
APR 18 = Mars opposes Saturn = Same meaning as previous line.        DJI -140 largest Down Day since the ‘Ides’ of March [16th]. 
APR 29 – MAY 3 = Seven bodies (including Sun & Moon) in tight arc of 36-40 degrees. Often market declines as patterns separate. 
MAY  3 = New Moon at 13 Taurus – “The burden of Debt!” – Sabian Symbol= “A porter carrying a mountain of heavy luggage” 
 After May 3, no planetary aspects until late on the 8th.  Five ‘quiet’ days after all this activity for months – different-but How? 
 May not be enough energy to hold the Metals up! 
MAY  6 = At NYSE Close, Ascendant squares the Midheaven in New York City on the Cardinal Climax degrees! A day or two down? 
   Anniversary of the Flash Crash – See page 1, Para. 3.  Not a severe decline every year – but surprising statistics. 
MAY 11 = Mercury/Venus/Jupiter conjunction; Mars enters Taurus = Much better markets last 3 weeks, may be short term high?! 
MAY 12-13 = Sharp move up in metals from a low late 11 or early 12th to late Friday the 13th   

MAY 16 = Mercury and Venus conjoin shortly after entering Taurus = Comfort and pleasure are the order of the day. Good markets? 
MAY 17 = Full Moon in tight aspect to Saturn = More dour economic statistics.  Socialist Unions may boycott/picket JPM-Chase! 
MAY 20 = Mercury & Mars conjoin trine Pluto = Better news on Option Expiration & also Japan’s nuclear problems. 
MAY 20-30 = Again so little aspect energy. = Let us hope that “No news is good news.”  It could be boring after so much tension! 
JUN  1 = Partial Solar Eclipse at 11 Gemini             JUN 4 = Jupiter enters Taurus =Ebertin =  “The urge to gain financial security” 
JUN 6 = Next CP newsletter.               JUN 8 = Down in both Stock and Metals – May be a temporary low, at least in metals. 
JUN 15 = Total Lunar Eclipse  =  This series of eclipses can be turning dates in many markets, and likely more Earthquakes +/-4 days! 

 
ATTENTION: The CP newsletters are usually mailed 1st Monday.   Next CP will be Monday, June 6. 
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